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Introduction
In 2019, I purchased three Ruger rifles, a Ruger Ranch because I wanted a cost effective rifle in .300 Blackout, a Ruger
Predator and a Ruger No. 1. The predator and the Ranch where good accurate and cost effective rifles, but in both
cases the rifles, lacked any long term interest and I consequently sold them on. As can be read in my Armourers report
Ruger No. 1 part 1, I purchased a Ruger No. 1 varmint in .22-250 in mid 2019 and became totally hooked on this elegant
rifle and needed to learn more, therefore I went on to purchase a Ruger No. 3, and two further Ruger No. 1’s. This
report is about my second No. 1.
Model Identification
If your relatively new to the rifle like myself, one minor problem with the Ruger No. 1 range is how to identify the
various models. The model number is not shown on the rifle, buying second hand, means no packaging and therefore
no labelling to indicate the model and visiting the Ruger serial number website also does not highlight model,
therefore further researched is required.
Visiting the Gun Digest website clarified my stainless model was a No. 1 K1-B-BBZ Standard, but also went on to shed
light on the other models such as the No. 1A light sporter with its 22” barrel, with a quarter rib, folding rear and a ramp
front sight. Other models included the No. 1-B Standard which has a semi-beavertail fore-end, quarter rib and barrel
of either 22” or 26”. Another model was the No. 1-H Tropical rifle, this model has a heavy contour 24” barrel, with open
adjustable sights and was chambered for various big-bore cartridges, designed primarily for use on dangerous game.
The No. 1 RSI International was unique in that it had a full-length Mannlicher-style stock with a 20” barrel. The No. 1-S
medium sporter was similar to the Light Sporter, but with a 22” medium weight barrel and open sights.
Ruger No. 1 Stainless Standard
Ruger No. 1’s are not numerous in the UK, for example in early 2020 there are approximately about twenty to twenty
five rifles available for sale at any one time in the UK market place. The types of rifle vary, but most are in popular
hunting calibres like .243, .22-250, .270, 25.06, together with the odd 45/70 or .375 thrown in. As mentioned in my
earlier reports, I build my No. 1’s to be accurate and my first Ruger .22-250 was rebarreled in 6BR and produced some
excellent results. As No. 1’s are hunting rifles and in typical hunting calibres, they are interesting to review and assess,
but ultimately I am looking for a suitable donor rifle that I can re-barrel into a more accurate calibre.

I started searching for a suitable donor rifle and a fellow colleague suggested a Ruger No. 1 that he had in stock in .243
and was manufactured in 2006. It was a stainless model and to be honest, stainless steel guns do not rock my boat as
the colour simply doesn't appeal to me and therefore I was indecisive. Why it doesn't appeal, I am unsure, but a
tradition colour for guns is always black, a nice deep blue or sometimes phosphate grey. However, with this rifle, the
black/grey laminate woodwork and the black scope and mounts did offset matters a little bit and as if I was going to
fit an heavy stainless steel barrel in the future, I would probably have to “put up & shut up” as this rifle met the criteria
I was looking for, which was a varmint profile with a long forend.
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As with all my No. 1 projects, this was not going to be an overnight job as there was to be two stages, evaluate the
standard .243 and then the second stage was to to re-barrel to a heavier Bartlein barrel in 6.5x47 Lapua, however
besides the re-barrelling, I didn't really plan to make to many changes, other than a major service.
General
The No. 1 stainless standard has a varmint format but with a standard barrel. Produced in 2006, the barrel is 25.0” long
and has been threaded for a moderator and fitted with a thread protector. Barrel dimensions are 1.2” at the chamber,
narrowing to 0.63” at the muzzle. The rifle is fitted with laminated grey/black furniture with a varmint forend which is
13.0” long compared to the Alexander Henry forend which is only 10.0”. There are no ironsights fitted and the barrel
is fitted with a quarter rib and provided with Ruger stainless rings.
The rifle weighs 9.11 lbs with a traditional scope, has an overall length of 42.0” and a trigger pull of 4.12 lbs. Both the
forend and the butt is fitted with a QD stud, which is for a sling. You cannot fit a bipod as the forend stud is too close
to the forend tip.
Fitting a scope should be planned for the type of shooting you wish to complete. As I planned to evaluate the rifle in
its standard format, the scope of choice was a Sightron 4-16x50 which was ideal for 100 yard accuracy testing. A point
worth considering with scope selection is the overall scope dimensions. Ruger No. 1’s are not large rifles and therefore
fitting a large 30 or 34 mm tube scope with x 25 plus magnification is disproportionate in size to the rifle and this looks
odd. As a hunting rifle, a shooter will simply not require this level of scope capacity, hence my choice of the Sightron
as it a had a 1” tube and sufficient magnification in keeping with the rifle dimensions.
Major Service
As with all of my Ruger No. 1’s, one of the first things I complete is a major service, this achieves two objectives, it
highlights any faults and services the rifles mechanical parts.
Despite being produced in 2006, the rifle appeared to have been well cared for, as its exterior condition was superb.
Internally however, parts such as the breech block and lever mechanism
were dry and had small deposits of debris and dust which had accumulated over the years and required cleaning. Stripping the QD stud revealed
heavy rusting, which highlighted the rifle had been in heavy rain at some
point and not been cleaned properly afterwards. This required further
investigation and sure enough, the hammer spring assembly, butt screw
and recoil pad screws where all rusty and needed substantial cleaning.
Rebuilding the rifle and lubricating all the parts restored the rifle to its
optimum performance.
The next stage was to fit the Sightron scope and as usual the Ruger rings
where a let down. At the time I did not have any alternative and therefore
lapping the rings to improve the fitting was absolutely essential. For the initial range test I
used the Ruger rings but I was unhappy with
them and decide to research an alternative.
The best alternative appeared to be a Leupold
RM Ruger model rings which were expensive
but worth the price. However there where none
available in the UK that I could source and therefore I needed to seek an alternative.
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Alternative rings came from Warne. Warne rings are moderately priced and good quality rings that have never
damaged one of my scopes. They are manufactured from sintered steel and have a unique vertically split design that
can be awkward to fit if you are not used to fitting them on a regular basis. Although they look bulky, they are less
wider than traditional rings and when fitting, final clamping does not rotate the scope as can be found on
some cheaper traditional style rings.
Ruger rings are in my opinion, so poor, that I would describe them as “scope killers”. As can be seen in the
image above, even with lapping the upper and lower rings do not match and consequently will dent your
scope tube.
As with most projects, this was not going to be an overnight job as I planned to re-barrel to a heavy Bartlein
barrel in 6.5x47 Lapua, however besides the re-barrelling, I didn't plan to make any major changes, other
than the major service.
Testing in .243 Calibre
In the short term, purchasing the rifle in its original calibre in .243 presented the opportunity to analysis an
untouched Ruger No. 1 straight off the shelve, which was something I really had failed to do with the earlier
.22-250 varmint.
I had no intention in
spending to much
time on reloading,
cases where Hornady
which were a reasonable brand, I de-burred
the flash hole and
chamfered the neck
but otherwise didn't
plan to prepare the cases any further. Next step was to measuring the lead or throat, which was 2.77”, indicating no
wear. Although I did not do any load development for this particular rifle, I had done some previous load development
with a Remington 700 that had produced some reasonably accurate results over the years with and with a variety of
rifles. Therefore sticking to that formula, I reloaded fifty rounds using 40.5grns of N160 with a 90gr Lapua Scenar-L
bullet an seated at 2.75”.
Shooting at 100 yards fully supported using a bag, I had to zero the Sightron 4-16x50 scope. To be honest and after
previous experiences with the Ruger 77/22 and more recently with the Ruger No. 3, I wasn't expecting any nail tacking
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accuracy. However as I zeroed the scope, groups where surprisingly good and consistent, with my last three groups
being 27mm, 15mm and 15mm respectively as seen on the previous page. Whilst this was not a full technical test of
the rifles accuracy, I was suitably impressed with a standard factory rifle, which had a medium barrel, standard trigger

and was in a hunting rifle configuration. My previous experiences with the .243 cartridge had led to reasonable results,
but not nail tacking accuracy and in my opinion the .243 cartridge was not regarded as a target round and therefore I
was pleasantly surprised and happy with this off the shelve rifle.
6.5x47 Lapua
I mentioned earlier in the report that stainless guns are not really my thing and therefore right from the beginning I
intended to convert this hunting rifle into a format which was more target orientated. As planned, I replaced the barrel
with a Bartlein 3B 26” in 6.5x47 Lapua, I would have preferred a larger barrel profile but the 3B fitted the beavertail
forend. Replacing the barrel also meant that removal and subsequent loss of the quarter rib as the rib is profiled for
the Ruger barrel. I didn't mind this as I was going to fit a classic Leupold x24 target scope with fine wire reticule and
this required the rings to be further apart to accommodate
the longer scope. To maintain continuity, rings and bases
were also from Leupold.
Designed from the outset as a target round, the 6.5x47 is
now being over shadowed by the 6.5 Creedmore and there
is a lot of debate on the Internet as to which cartridge is the
more accurate. After much research and consideration, I
opted for the 6.5x47 on the basis it was a purposely designed
as a target round by Lapua which I regard as one of the best
in their game.
Initial range test
As the rifle was going to be a target rifle, I planned to shoot from a bench
rest. Beavertail forend's are not suitable for point loading such as bipod's
and to avoid altering the rifles graceful lines, I fitted a discreet Anschutz
rail, which strengthened the
forend and permitted me to add
benchrest shooting block and
which could be removed with
ease. As a rear grip, I added my
modified QD hand grip, thereby
provided a much more stable
shooting platform.
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New Barrel Run-In
As with all new barrels a period “run in” is required and therefore I shot rounds set up for my SSG 69. Configuration
was Lapua brass, 123gr Scenar bullets, small bench rest primers and 34gr of VV N150, which drove the bullet at a
sedately 2567 fps.
Shooting at 100 yards, my initial rounds
where to zero the scope. First groups,
shooting from the bench rest was 21mm
and 15mm. Target have been reproduced
as the print quality from the range printer
was extremely poor. I only shot ten rounds
on this occasion as I was running the barrel
in and needed to clean the bore. A few
weeks later I repeated the above shoot to
continue the running in process, however
groupings where not much better than the
original .243 at 27 mm and 15 mm.
Load development and range test
My next step was to carry out some reloading research and match the cartridge to the rifle. Bullets, brass and primer
would remain the same, but powder would be Reload Swiss RS52 and the case necks would be turned as on the No. 1
6BR. I loaded seven strings of RS52 ranging from 35.5gr - 38.5gr, which in turn produced average velocities 2703 to

2939 fps. Whilst there was no excessive pressure signs, I felt 2939 fps was a little on the fast side and therefore settled
on 37.0gr, pushing the 123gr bullet at 2823 fps.
Shooting from a bench rest, groups where noticeably better with the seven strings producing various groups between
16mm and 12mm which was an improvement of 28% on the original .243 No. 1.
Summary
As No. 1’s go, this model was a little way out of my comfort zone with stainless steel finish and laminate woodwork
and therefore I made more effort to alter the rifle appearance to improve accuracy. Changing the barrel to 6.5x47,
adding the Anschutz rail, shooting rest block and the QD stud grip, altered the rifles appearance to a far less elegant
format. I have still to reload and zero with the new researched load of 37gr of RS52 but groups appear to be
standardising around 12-13mm. As mentioned above, an investment of a shade over a £1000 has produced a 28%
improvement in accuracy and maybe fractionally more as the barrel settles in. The obvious question is it worth it?
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If you want to put meat on the table or too occasionally hunt with a nice rifle, then the answer is probably no. However
for me as an Armourer, its about research, learning and improving my knowledge on a rifle that until 18 months ago I

knew very little about. If a shooter approaches me now and asks technical questions, I am in a far better position to
provide accurate answers based on genuine research and experience and not based on rumour and guesswork, which
is often the case with some individuals.
In improving this rifles accuracy, some people may have thought I have produced a bit
of a “Frankenstein”. I don't think so, using the
setup built into the rifle, by undoing two
screws and a single thumb clamp, I have returned the rifle to its former elegance.
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